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Designing through conversations
How to invite “others” to participate in the project and 
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Seeing - Moving - Seeing
A designer sees, moves, and sees again. Working 
in some visual medium - drawing, in my example -
the designer sees what is "there" in some 
representation of a site, draws in relation to it, 
and sees what he or she has drawn, thereby 
informing further designing.
Schon, D. A. (1992). Designing as reflective conversation with the materials 
of a design situation. Research in engineering design, 3(3), 131-147, p.133.
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(and the need they express)
The material resources
(available here and now)
The design mates 
















If architects rather draw then build when 
they design, what drawing or graphic 
production would you select as a “moving” 
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(and the need they express)
The material resources
(available here and now)
The design mates 
(as individuals and as a group)
Conversations
Thank you
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